School Code
Primary Schools
Glen Ridge, N.J.

**REACH “R” Potential!**

**R** espect  We will treat others and their property the way we want to be treated.

**E** mpathy  We will think about how others feel before we say or do things.

**A** cceptance  We will value each other regardless of physical appearance, intelligence, talents, or family.

**C** aring  We will be friendly, say nice things, and lend a helping hand without being asked.

**H** onesty  We will be truthful to others and ourselves, and do the right things.

**R** esponsibility  We will be in control of our actions and behavior.

In doing the above:

We will make our school a safe, friendly, and clean place.

We will create a positive and productive learning environment.

We will reach our **Potential!!!**